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LIGHT IK RELATION TO THE GROWTH OF

6

DOUGLAS FIR

Necessity of Light

Light is required by all living plants, with the exception

of some of the lower forms, which are parasitic.

Chlorophyl,

the green coloring matter which enables plants to manufacture

their own food, is formed only in the light, with the excep
tion of a very little within the embryo of some coniferous
seeds.

The chlorophyl absorbs carbon dioxide from the air and

converts it into organic material for building up the tissues
of the plant.

Intensity of Light

It has not been determined just what intensity of light

is most optimum for the growth of different species of trees.

It is known, however, that some species require more light

than others, and that the light requirements of the species
varies with the temperature and the rain-fall of the locality.
Thus a tree may require shade in the southern part of its
range and in its northern extremity needs full light; and a

tree which may require a great deal of light on marshy ground
will require shade where the soil is shallow and dry.

"Growth

in length of stem and root is greatest in darkness and is
brought to a standstill by intense illumination.

trees is chiefly at night."—Tou^key.

Growth of

It is quite evident

that the growth area of leaves is greatest in very moderate
sunlight.

The leaves of a given species are smallest when
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exposed to full light, intensity- thus the leaves of a tree are
smallest at the top of the tree and largest on the lower limbs

where the shade is deepest.

The development of buds will not

take place in light of low intensity, and the non-development
of buds causes the death of branches resulting in natural

pruning of the trunks.

The formation of flowers is nearly al

ways prevented by low light intensity.

Form of Tree

It is generally known that when a plant has insufficient

light, it will develop a long spindly stem in the direction
of the light, but to just what extent a slow growing plant,
like a tree, will respond to this condition is not determined.
That the form of a tree is affected by the density of the

stand in which it has grown is quite evident on every hand;

the open grown tree has a large diameter and a rapid taper
while the close grown tree has a long cylindrical bole with
small diameter and little taper.

Medev, a Russian forester,

in 1884, made a study with open and close grown stands to de
termine the effect on the form of trees.

He

showed that the

relative height of trees grown in dense stands is greater than

those in the open.

The relative height is found by dividing

the height of the tree by its diameter, using the same unit in
the measurement

of each.

The results of the experiment are as follows:
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Species

Relative_Heights
Open

Gl ose grown

Fine

24.9

126.0

Spruce

39.8

130.0

Beech

38.4

157.0

The light that a tree receives comes from the side and
from overhead, and when in a dense stand, the light, of course,

comes mainly from overhead.

As a general rule the greatest

activity in the growth of the stem and leaves of a plant is in
the direction from which the light comes, and from our ex

perience with other plants we would be led to believe that a
tree in a dense stand would grow taller than an open grown

tree.

"In the forest,light largely regulates the height of

trees."—Zon and Graves in Bulletin #92 U.S.D.A.

But they do

not say just what that effect is.

Quoting Chapman, "Height growth is the best index of site

quality since it is affected but little by the varying degrees
of stocking, or by the treatment of the stand.

Height based

on age is a more reliable basis of site than volume on age.for
stands of varying degrees of stocking.
tarded by shade to a marked degree.

Height growth is re

The height of dominant or

unsuppressed trees, a few of which may be found in almost
every stand, may be ascertained in a few tests and will hold
good for the stand or site."
Frothingham says that in young stock the height based on
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age is not a good indicator of site, but that after the trees
have reached maturity and height growth has practically

ceased, height on age will indicate site.

He also says that

isolated trees cannot be relied upon, and recommends taking
the average of the heights of several dominant trees of the

stand, but eliminate those which are abnormally tall.
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EXPERIMENT CARRIED ON AT THE PEAVY AR30R2TI

Location: Seven miles north of Gorvallis, Oregon.
Method:

Height of tree was measured by the use of the Clausner

hypsometer.

This instrument is based on the principle of

similar triangles making it necessary to measure the distance

on the ground from the base of the tree.

This measurement

was chained.

Ihe age was determined by increment borings which were

taken eighteen inches from the ground.

Three years were added

to bring the tree to this height.

TABULATED RESULTS OF HEIGHT BASED ON

Age
in Years
'D

AGES OPEN

Height in Feet

Open Stand
15
19

35
44

21

47; 46.5
52; 54; 53
55; 56

23

25

26
27
28
29

65; 68

61;

58

65; 66
86

65;

56
96; 99

36

41

Dense Stand

70

30

33
34

AND DENSE STANDS

92

96

The following data acre from work done by Charles Fox,
student at Oregon Agricultural College.

Location:

Avery's woodlot, one mile south of Gorvallis, Oregon
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Results

Height in Feet

Age in Years.

Open Stand

25

Dense Stand

52

38

112

39

75

40
42
58

74
73

113; 115
115

-

129

It would seem from the foregoing data that the density

of the stand has an effect on the height of Douglas fir, and
the effect is to make the trees of the denser stand grow

taller.

However,

in this vork all ages were not studied.

Natural Pruning

Perhaps the most important affect that the density will
have on the forest is in natural pruning.

In determining the

optimum density for a forest, there are several things to con

sider.

The trees should be close enough to £rowd out the

lower limbs before they become so large as to be objectionable
in commercial lumber.

Yet the forest must not be so dense as

to retard the growth of the trees.

There is no advantage of

crowding the stand before pruning is necessary, but rather it
hinders growth.

It would be ideal if the limbs could be

smothered out when they become about one and one-half inches
in diameter.

This would make good lumber, for knots of this

size are not especially objectionable, and limbs dying at this
size would break off at the trunk of the tree more easily
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than would larger limbs.

A limb which dies and remains on the

tree will not become ingrown into the trunk as will a living
limb,

and will result in an encased knot when the tree is

finally sawed into lumber.

The next part of this work will treat of the desired

density of Douglas fir as deductions made from study of growth
in the field.

In preparing these data, stands of different

ages were observed as to the condition of the crown and bole

of the tree and of the natural pruning which was taking place.
In each tree considered, the average spacing was taken, for

in a natural stand it would have been impossible to find
trees spaced equally on all sides.

It ..as observed that in

a forest a tree will lean to find an opening in the canopy,
and so this method is perhaps as accurate as if the trees
were planted with even spacings, provided that the crown

occupies all of the space which is relative to its allotted
spacing or density.

Care was taken to see that such was the

case.

RESULTS OF THE OBSERVATIONS IN THE FEAVY ARBORETUM

Age 20 to 30 years:
Spacing
7

Condition
Good crown
Good Bole

Fruning veil; limbs dying at 3/4 in.
Needs thinning
7

8
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Good crown
Good bole

Prunning well
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Age 30 to 40 years
Spacing
8

Condition
Poor crown

Good bole

Pruning well
Crowded; nearly dead
8

Poor crown

Good

bole

Pruning well
9

Good crown
Good bole

Pruning well
A

9

dominant tree

Good crown
Good bole

Pruning well

Limbs dying at 1 to 1 1/2 in.
30 trees apparently hand planted in three
rows.

Center row of

ten trees considered.

Not yet ready to thin
12

Good crown
Fair bole

Pruning fair, 1 1/2 to 2 in.
12

Fair crown
Good bole

Pruning well; limbs dying at 1 in.
12

12
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Good crown
Good bole

Poor pruning
14

Good crown
Good bole

Pruning well; limbs dying at 1 to 1 1/2 in.
was more crowded in youth
15

Good crown
Good bole

Pruning well
16

Good crown
Good bole
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Age 30 to 40 years

Spacing

Condition
Pruning well; limbs dying at 1 to 1 1/2 in.
-as crowded until about 20 years of age,
then outgrew oaks

18

Good crown
Fair bole

Foor pruning; limbs dying at 2 to 3 in.
18

-do-

20

plus a rapid taper

Good crown

Rapid tapering bole

Poor pruning; limbs dying at 2 1/2 to
3

in.

20

Location:

-do-

Avery's woodlot south of Gorvallis, Oregon.

In making this study, two trees were taken in reference

to each other, the distance between them measured and their
condition noted.

The age of this stand is about fifty years.

Spacing

Condition

10

Three pairs of trees noted
Insufficient crown space, the trees lean
ing away from each other.

11

Crown too crowded

12

Two pairs of trees noted
Crowns

14

too crowded

Crown space tight, trees standing straight,
evidently just becoming crowded.

16

Two pairs of trees noted
Sufficient crown space, but beginning to
be

crowded.

18

Room yet for crown expansion

20

Plenty of crown space

These observations would indicate that when thinnings
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are to be made, it is not good practice to plant as close as

eight feet.

Twelve feet or more brought about limbs too

large, in the trees studied.

To get maximum quality with good

diameter growth, it would appear from the data obtained that
the proper distance to plant is between eight and twelve feet.

The trees with nine foot spacing were doing well at thirty to
forty years, but indications were that thinning would soon be

necessary.

By planting at a distance of ten feet, the time of

thinning could be put off longer, making more valuable thin
nings.

The limbs would die at a diameter of about one and

one-half inches according to the study, and this would not be

especially objectionable.

Site quality would make no differ

ence in the distance which trees are to be planted.

It is in

regard to size of limbs when natural pruning takes place
which determines the distance to plant . Natural pruning is
brought about altogether by the light conditions, and is not
influenced by site.
In the more inaccessible forests where it is unprofitable
to make thinnings, a different situation presents itself in

regards to the spacing.

growth or quality.

W« must sacrifice either volume

Our problem then is to determine which

can be spared with least financial loss.
can be made here.

At best only a guess

These stands are likely to have a longer

rotation period than the more accessible.

The trees thirty

or forty years of age with a spacing of twenty feet had poor
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boles with rapid taper.

Trees, with eighteen feet spacing at

that age showed limbs dying at two to three inches in diameter,
and with fair to poor boles.

With increasing age and with

density remaining the same, the taper will not be so pro
nounced as the tree continues to grow.

If no mortality should

occur, fourteen to eighteen feet would seem a good distance
to plant, when no thinnings are to be made.

Acceleration in Growth

When a dense forest is thinned, an increased rate of
growth takes place in the remaining trees which have been

freed of competition.

In experiments performed by W. W. White

and Robert H. Wiedman working separately, each found that by
freeing western yellow pine, acceleration in growth occurred

at the rate of from 1Q0$S to 300$.

White found that by liber

ating a tree from competition on the north side the same ef

fect was produced as liberating a tree from its south side;

this condition, he thinks, proves that competition among

western yellow pine in a dense stand is more for soil elements than for light.

However, the question is yet to be

answered as to whether western yellow pine has best growth in
diffused light or in direct sunlight.

If the answer is dif

fused light, it would seem that the tree which had its neigh
bor on the north removed would receive the same

amount of ef

fective light as the tree which had its neighbor on the south
taken aw;ay.

In making some of the increment borings in the experi-11-
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mental work at the Peavy arboretum, it was found that nine

years ago there had been an acceleration in growth.

Several

causes for this increase might be presumed, but at any rate

growing conditions at that time had changed.

The first as

sumption was that several bad years had preceded the time that
the acceleration had occured, but this assumption was not, long

lived, for only a few trees which were on a part of the tract
were affected by the increased rate of growth.

It was ob

served that the trees which showed acceleration were surround

ed by oaks which had been overtopped perhaps twelve years ago.
It would seem from this that since the trees which in their

youth were competing with the oaks for soil elements and for

light, when released from light competition and not from root
competition, showed a very marked increased rate of growth;
that light is a very important factor in the growth of

Douglas fir.

One is inclined to believe that on some sites

at least, the soil is capable of producing more tree growth
than light conditions will allow.
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Tolerance of Seedlings
It has been said that all species are tolerant in the

seedling stage.

In an experiment made at the arboretum, four

plots were laid out as follows:
received full light.

Plot No. 1 a check plot which

Plot No. 2 which received full top

light and one-half side light for a height of three feet;
Plot No. 3 received one-half side light for a height of three
feet and one-half top light; and plot No. 4 which received

full top light but no side light for a height of three feet.
May 15, 1926 the growth of the trees of each plot was measured
with the following results;
Pic>t No.

1

Light

Full

.65
1 .1
1 .15
1 .8

in.

Flot No.

2

Flot No.

Full top
One-half side
1.3 in..
1.45
2.15
2.35

2.75

3.0

2.8

3.05

2.9

Avg.

2.37

in.

2 .6
2 .7
2 .85
2 ,9

2 .95
2 • 95
3 .1
3,.7
3 ,8
2

31

.One-half side
1.55 in.
2 .25
2.3
2.35

1 .6

1 .75
1 .85
1 .95
2 .0
2 .05
2 .5
2 .1
2 .15
2 .55

Avg.

3

One-half top

in.
-i;

Plot No.

4

Full top
No

side
2.4

in.

2.7
2.75
3.0
3.15

3.35
3.9

3.3
3.55
3.6
4.3

2.74 in.

3.08

in.

The trees in the fourth plot which received light only from
the top, were growing faster than those receiving more light,
and had a greener and a better general appearance.

It will be

seen in these plots that the more light, the slower the

growth.

This may not be due to a decrease in light, but may

be the result of the soil being more moist where shaded from

direct sunlight.

This experiment did not show that seedlings

grow toward the light, for in every case the side branches

behaved as did the growth in height.

The difference in

growth was due entirely to shading, and the direction from
which the light came had nothing to do with the difference in
growth.
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